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MITCHELL RAE - surfboard maker, artist 

World renown surfboard maker Mitchell Rae is in Margaret River to exhibit his surfboards 

and surf art at Jahroc to coincide with the Masters Pro surfing competition. You will have 
the opportunity to meet NSW artist Mitchell Rae at a special evening event at Jahroc and 
talk about his journey as a pro surfer, surfboard maker, graphic designer and artist 

spanning over 40 years. 

 

Exhibiting at JAHROC GALLERIES from 16th March - 24th March 

 

Special Evening event - MEET MITCHELL RAE - Monday 18th March  
6pm - 8pm at Jahroc Galleries 

All are welcome to attend 

 

     Also Exhibiting at the MARGARET RIVER PRO from 16th March - 24th March       

                                            

 

"I love the intense light and shimmering colour on the water, the mysterious dark 
depths, and the sparkling light dancing on the surface." Mitchell Rae 
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See more of Mitchell Rae's work.... 

MARGARET RIVER SURF PRO 

Strongest Field Ever Assembled for 2013 Drug Aware Margaret River Pro 
 

Newly crowned world number one's Joel Parkinson and Stephanie Gilmore will headline an 
incredible field of the best surfing talent in the world at the 2013 Drug Aware Margaret 
River Pro. It is believed to be the first time ever that both the male and female ASP World 

Champions compete together at Surfers Point, Prevelly.  

Event organisers are thrilled with the line-up in the men's draw with entries closing earlier 
this week. The lowest ranked surfer in the men's Round of 96 is currently ranked at 101. 
The strong lineup for the men is believed to be a direct result of the full reinstatement of 

the Drug Aware Margaret River Pro back onto the World Championship Tour in 2014... 

March 16th - 24th 

For more information about this years Margaret River Pro - visit Margaret River Pro 
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Be sure to look for Mitchell Rae surfboards and surf art on display at the event 

GARY AND LARA VISIT ARTIST DAVID BROMLEY  

What an honour it was to visit David Bromley in his home in Byron Bay recently. It is like 
stepping into another world, “David Bromley’s World”. You enter through a gate off the 

busy main street, and immediately you are immersed in lush tropical gardens artistically 
planted and manicured with a scattering of Bromley’s bronze and timber sculptures, 
swings, a Bromley painted bus and wooden boat. Like a scene from a 1950's childhood 

dream. And inside his studio is another feast for the eyes, a collector’s heaven, there is too 
much to take in with one look. Bromley’s world reveals his artistic and personal journey… 
creative, busy, full, kind, sharing, energetic, contentment, and a real sense of his self and 

place in life. 
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Keep an eye out for “EVERYDAY A SUNDAY” David Bromley exhibition at Jahroc Galleries 

30th March Easter Saturday till 27th April 
www.jahroc.com.au 

 
If you are not already on our mailing list and you would like to receive an invitation to this upcoming exhibition please 

join our mailing list now - or email us with your details on info@jahroc.com.au 
  

SHINTO BED 

We love this SHINTO BED that we recently built for a customer. Soon to have one available 
in King size on the gallery floor, or available to order on request. This one was a queen 

size, using jarrah timber, and matching SHINTO BEDSIDE CABINETS also in Jarrah with an 
opening draw. 

 
 

 

            

 
Find out more about the Shinto Bed here... 

 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gary, Lara, Joanne, David and Mechelle look forward to seeing you in the gallery  

 Join us on facebook today to keep updated on what is going on at Jahroc... 
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